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In an attempt to find a quasilocal measure of quantum entanglement, we introduce the concept of
entanglement density in relativistic quantum theories. This density is defined in terms of infinitesimal
variations of the region whose entanglement we monitor and in certain cases can be mapped to the
variations of the generating points of the associated domain of dependence. We argue that strong
subadditivity constrains the entanglement density to be positive semidefinite. Examining this density in the
holographic context, we map its positivity to a statement of integrated null energy condition in the gravity
dual. We further speculate that this may be mapped to a statement analogous to the second law of black hole
thermodynamics for the extremal surface.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.91.106009 PACS numbers: 11.25.Hf, 03.67.Mn, 04.70.Dy, 11.25.Tq
I. INTRODUCTION
The holographic AdS/CFT correspondence indicates that
the fundamental constituents of spacetime geometry are
quanta of a conventional nongravitational field theory. The
precise manner in which these nongravitational quanta
conspire to construct a smooth semiclassical spacetime,
however, still remains obscure. Holography is motivated
by black hole thermodynamics, which suggests that the
emergence of gravity can be associated with coarse-
graining a la classical thermodynamics [1]. We then seek
to understand what is being coarse-grained, and how.
A crucial hint is provided by the fact that AdS=CFT
geometrizes quantum entanglement: entanglement entropy
(EE) in the CFT is given by the area of a certain extremal
surface in the bulk [2–4]. Indeed, the fascinating idea of
spacetime geometry being the encoder of the entanglement
structure of the quantum state [5–7] hints at potentially
deep insights into the workings of quantum gravity.
As a first step, we would like to decipher the dynamical
equations of gravity from the these statements. In this
regard EE, which motivates the connection to geometry, a
priori presents a complication: it is nonlocal—even in local
quantum field theories (QFTs), it is defined on a causal
domain. The corresponding bulk quantity depends on the
bulk geometry along a codimension-2 extremal surface. To
make contact with local gravitational physics, it would be
convenient to work with a more localizable construct in the
dual CFT. 1
Inspired by this logic, we propose to study a QFT
quantity we call “entanglement density.” This effectively
measures two-body quantum entanglement between two
infinitesimally small regions. To motivate its construction,
consider a quantum field theory on a (rigid) background
spacetime Bwhich is foliated by spacelike Cauchy surfaces
Σ. We pick a region A ⊂ Σ and construct the reduced
density matrix ρA. The entanglement entropy SA ¼
−TrðρA log ρAÞ is the von Neumann entropy of this density
matrix and is a functional of ∂A. We propose to retain
locality by examining EE for infinitesimal variations of ∂A
(and hence A). Schematically for a configuration ρΣ on the
Cauchy slice, we define the double variation2
nˆðδ1A; δ2AÞ ¼ δ1δ2SA: ð1Þ
The construction is pictorially illustrated in Fig. 1.
Let us now simplify nˆ by appealing to the fact that SA is a
functional on the entire domain of dependence D½A. We
focus on backgrounds B and regions A for which D½A is
given by the intersection of past and future light cones from
two points, C, respectively. As a consequence we will
focus on the variations inherent in (1) which are due to the
variations of one of the points, say C−, keeping the other
fixed (or vice versa).3 In this context δ1δ2SvacA ¼ 0 for
two-dimensional and three-dimensional CFTs, although (1)
pertains in any QFT.
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1For recent progress on directly deriving gravitational
dynamics from EE, cf. [8–11].
2This construction has some parallels with recent discussions
of differential entropy introduced in [12] and explored more
thoroughly [13].
3A related version of entanglement density was considered
earlier in [8,14], without invoking the relativistic causal structure.
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We will exploit the fact that nˆ is naturally sensitive to a
key property of the von Neumann entropy, namely, strong
subadditivity (SSA), which states that
SA1∪A2 þ SA1∩A2 ≤ SA1 þ SA2 ∀A1;2: ð2Þ
SSA is a convexity property of entanglement; for regions in
(2) being small deformations of a parent region, this has a
quadratic structure, which motivates (1). Inspired by a
beautiful construction of Casini & Huerta [15,16], we show
that entanglement density can be expressed as a second-
order differential operator D2 acting on EE by differ-
entiating with respect to the coordinates c of C (specified
explicitly for d ¼ 2; 3 in Sec. II). SSA then implies
D2cSðcþ; c−Þ ≥ 0.
Exploiting the holographic construction of EE in terms
of bulk codimension-2 extremal surfaces EA, we argue that
the variations of interest can be mapped to the motion of the
extremal surface along its null normals NμðÞ. Using
standard differential geometric identities, this in turn can
be simplified to a statement about the geometry side of
Einstein’s equations Eμν ¼ Rμν − 12Rgμν þ Λgμν, namely,
Z
EA
ϵEμνN
μ
ðÞN
ν
ðÞ ≥ 0; ð3Þ
where ϵ is the volume form induced on the extremal
surface.4 Indeed, as the main result of this paper we will
show that the entanglement density is precisely given by (3)
for small perturbations in the AdS3=CFT2 setup. We have
therefore related SSA (which can be regarded as a physi-
cality condition on EE) to a restriction on the spacetime
curvature.5
NB: As this work was nearing completion we received
[24], where a similar relation between SSA and bulk energy
stress tensor has been discussed. Similar results have been
obtained by Arias and Casini (unpublished).
II. SSA IN FIELD THEORY
To set the stage for our analysis let us recall the proof of
the c-theorem [25] and F-theorem [26–28] based on SSA,
as in [15,16]. We consider subsystems which are defined by
the intersection of light cones from two points C in d-
dimensional QFTs. Letting D½A ¼ J−½Cþ∩Jþ½C−, we
pick A to be a Cauchy slice for D½A at constant time; see,
e.g., Figs 2 and 3. Then SA can be viewed of as a function
of the coordinates c of C; i.e., SA ≡ Sðcþ; c−Þ. For
B ¼ Rd−1;1 we take c ¼ ðt;xÞ. Letting a ¼ , we
define the entanglement density in d ¼ 2; 3 with respect
to varying C as
nˆaðta;xaÞ≡

□a þ
2ðd − 2Þ
ta
∂ta

Sðta;xaÞ ≥ 0; ð4Þ
where the inequality is guaranteed by SSA. We give
a quick overview following [16], with some additional
generalizations.
A. QFTs in d ¼ 2
We start by applying SSA to the configuration in Fig. 2;
for space- and time-translation invariant configurations, we
can w.l.o.g. fix Cþ ¼ ð0; 0Þ as a reference and drop sub-
scripts for coordinates of C−. SSA implies
SAD þ SCB ≥ SAB þ SCD: ð5Þ
FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of the generic variations δ1A
and δ2A which are used to define the entanglement density (1).
FIG. 2 (color online). Illustration of the setup following [15] in
d ¼ 2. We choose Cþ to be the origin and the regionA lies on the
time slice with coordinate 1
2
t. We assume t < 0 and ϵ ≤ 0.
4A sufficient condition for this positivity is the null energy
condition. The null energy condition has been crucial in the
derivations of SSA [17–19].
5For other applications of entropic inequalities and related
constraints in gravity duals see [20–23].
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The fact that EE is defined on a causal domain can be used
to redefine our region. For example SAD ¼ SAC∪CD even for
states which are not boost invariant,6 since both AD and
AC∪CD have the same domain of dependence. As a result
we do not make any symmetry assumptions about the state
for which EE is evaluated.
Now consider moving C− from its original location ðt; xÞ
along the light-cone directions to C−↗ and C
−
↖, respectively,
by an amount ϵ. This effectively shifts the left and right end
points of A along the boundary of D½A defining the
regions on the lhs of (5). For the second region on the rhs
we can equivalently consider translating C− ↦ Cþ↑ by a
distance 2ϵ. Under these shifts we track the implications of
SSA (5). In fact, in the present case we simply need to plug
in the explicit dependence of the coordinates of the end
points of the various regions:
Sðt − ϵ; x − ϵÞ þ Sðt − ϵ; xþ ϵÞ − Sðt; xÞ
− Sðt − 2ϵ; xÞ ≥ 0: ð6Þ
The inequality (6), upon expanding to second order in ϵ,
immediately yields
nˆ− ≡ ð−∂2t þ ∂2xÞSðt; xÞ ≥ 0: ð7Þ
Repeating the argument with the roles of C reversed, we
obtain nˆþ ≥ 0.
Note that the inequalities nˆ ≥ 0 can be saturated: as is
clear from the relation to the entropic c-function [15], the
entanglement densities nˆ are vanishing for the vacuum
state of a CFT. Furthermore, they also vanish whenever the
EE can be computed in a CFT by a conformal trans-
formation as in [29], which includes, for example, the finite
size system at zero temperature and the finite temperature
system with an infinitely large size.
Physically, nˆ computes the entanglement between the
two infinitesimally small lightlike intervals AC and BD in
Fig. 2. Since both are directed in the opposite null
directions, it is obvious that if the state is completely
separated into the left and right-moving sector, the entan-
glement should be trivial. This explains why the entangle-
ment density is vanishing for ground sates of 2d CFTs. On
the other hand, for generic states, for example a ground
state of a nonconformal theory, we will find it is
nonvanishing.
B. QFTs in d ¼ 3
The generalization to d ¼ 3 can be obtained following
[16] by considering the iterated SSA inequality
X
i
SðXiÞ ≥ Sð∪iXiÞ þ Sð∪ijðXi∩XjÞÞ
þ Sð∪ijkðXi∩Xj∩XkÞÞ þ…þ Sð∩iXiÞ: ð8Þ
We will work in a continuum limit, converting the sums to
integrals on both sides of (8).
We once again start with A defined by Cþ ¼ ð0; 0Þ and
C− ¼ ðt;xÞ. This corresponds to the choice of subsystem
given by a round sphere. To apply SSA we consider
translating in the light-cone directions by a
distance ϵ, but this time respecting the rotation symmetry.
This defines the subsystems Xi, described by ellipses on∂D½A. The loci of points composing is a circle on
∂Jþ½C− at time t − ϵ, as indicated in Fig. 3.
To ascertain the unions of the iterated intersections on the
rhs of (8) we make the following observation [16]. Each
term in the rhs of (8) generically leads to a curve which
averages to a circular cross section of the light cone; in the
present case we need cross sections of ∂J−½Cþ at constant
time. These can equivalently be obtained by translating
C− ↦ C−↑ in the temporal direction. With this in place we
can examine the implications of SSA.
Consider first the contribution from the shift .
Writing out the coordinates explicitly we find
lhsð8Þ ¼

1 − ϵ∂t þ ϵ
2
4
ð∇2x þ 2∂2t Þ

Sðt;xÞ þOðϵ3Þ:
The r.h.s may be computed similarly, with the only addi-
tional complication being that we need to translate the
FIG. 3 (color online). Illustration of the setup following [15] in
d ≥ 3 with the same conventions as in Fig. 2. The regions Xi in
d ¼ 3 are obtained by considering the future light cone from
points distributed on the (dotted) circle, while their iterated
intersections are obtained by considering the future light cone
from points on the (dashed) line segment.
6Since we have null segments, this statement should be viewed
in a suitable limiting sense.
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measure from the circular cross sections of ∂J−½Cþ onto
the vertical segment along the map C− ↦ C−↑ . Accounting
for this as in [16] we find
rhsð8Þ ¼

1 − ϵ∂t þ ϵ
2
4

3∂2t − 2t ∂t

Sðt;xÞ þOðϵ3Þ:
Combining the above two expressions we have the inequal-
ity resulting from SSA:
nˆ− ≡

□þ 2
t
∂t

Sðt;xÞ ≥ 0: ð9Þ
Repeating the analysis about Cþ we can show nˆþ ≥ 0. This
completes the derivation of (4).
Note that in boost invariant states (e.g., vacuum) where
SA is a function of proper length l ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t2 − jjxjj2
p
, (4)
simply reduces to [15,16]:
lS00ðlÞ − ðd − 3ÞS0ðlÞ ≤ 0: ð10Þ
We have however managed to convert this to a local
statement for regions A which are naturally generated
by intersecting light cones from two points C. Although
we have written the expressions (4) and (10) in a manner
which suggests an obvious generalization to higher d, there
are some subtleties with this interpretation, which we
revisit in Sec. IV.
III. HOLOGRAPHIC ENTANGLEMENT
DENSITY
Having understood the basic constraint on the entangle-
ment density, let us now consider the holographic context,
employing the AdS3=CFT2 duality. We focus on linear
perturbations around the pure AdS3 solution, correspond-
ing to small excitations around the vacuum. In the bulk
gravity theory, we consider Einstein gravity coupled to
arbitrary matter fields, with the energy-momentum tensor
Tμν given by the Einstein’s equation
Eμν ¼ Rμν −
1
2
Rgμν þ Λgμν ¼ 8πGNTμν: ð11Þ
It is now convenient to work directly with the end points
of A, whose null coordinates are ðuL; vLÞ and ðuR; vRÞ,
respectively, in R1;1. In terms of these, the two entangle-
ment densities are given by
nˆþ ¼ −
∂
∂uR
∂
∂vL ΔSA; nˆ− ¼ −
∂
∂uL
∂
∂vR ΔSA: ð12Þ
Note that we define the density in terms of ΔSA ¼ SρΣA −
SvacA which measures the entanglement of the excited state
ρΣ relative to the vacuum. It is crucial here that nˆ vanishes
in the vacuum state, for while SSA holds for any state of the
CFT, it is no longer true that ΔSA satisfies SSA.
7 With this
understanding we can replace SA → ΔSA and still maintain
the sign-definiteness of entanglement densities nˆ defined
in (12).
We now evaluate ΔSA by analyzing the holographic
entanglement entropy in the perturbed geometry around
pure AdS3 described by the (gauge fixed) metric,
ds2 ¼ dz
2 − du dv
z2
þ habðu; v; zÞdxadxb; ð13Þ
where hab captures the perturbation (Latin indices refer to
the boundary). For linear order changes of holographic
entanglement entropy, we can work with the original
geodesic in AdS3 (parametrized by ξ) which connects
the end points of A,
ðu; v; zÞ ¼ ðU þ uδ sin ξ; V þ vδ sin ξ;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
juδvδj
p
cos ξÞ;
where fU; uδg ¼ 12 ðuR  uLÞ and fV; vδg ¼ 12 ðvR  vLÞ
give the midpoint and separation between the end points
of A.
The first-order perturbation of ΔSA is given by
ΔSA ¼
1
8GN
Z π
2
−π
2
dξ
γð1ÞðξÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
γð0ÞðξÞ
q ; ð14Þ
where γð0Þ and γð1Þ are induced metric (γξξ) at leading and
first subleading orders, i.e.,
γð0ÞðξÞ ¼ 1
cos2ξ
;
γð1ÞðξÞ ¼ cos2ξðhuuu2δ þ hvvv2δ þ 2huvuδvδÞ:
After some algebra we arrive at the following simple
relations,
nˆ ¼
1
4GN juδvδj
Z π
2
−π
2
dξ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
γð0Þ
q
ðNμðÞNνðÞEμνÞ
¼ 2πjuδvδj
Z π
2
−π
2
dξ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
γð0Þ
q
ðNμðÞNνðÞTμνÞ ≥ 0; ð15Þ
where Eμν is the lhs of the Einstein’s equation (11). The
vectors NμðÞ are the two independent null normals to the
extremal surface EA in AdS3,
NμðÞ ¼

uδcos3ξ
ðsin ξ∓1Þ ;
vδcos3ξ
ðsin ξ 1Þ ;−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
juδvδj
p
cos2ξ

:
Firstly, we note from (15) that the positivity of entan-
glement density is correlated with null energy condition.
7It is easy to verify this statement explicitly say by considering
ρΣ to be the thermal state.
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While we have established the above result explicitly only
for linear deviations away from the vacuum, the fact that nˆ
vanishes in vacuum, and its positive semidefiniteness from
SSA for any excited state, makes it natural for us to
conjecture that the relation
nˆ ¼
1
8GN
Z
EA
dξ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
γξξ
p ðNμðÞNνðÞEμνÞ ≥ 0 ð16Þ
holds for any asymptotically AdS3 backgrounds, with EA
being the extremal surface (spacelike geodesic parame-
trized ξ) which holographically encodes SA. We leave a
more complete exploration of this relation for the future.
It is interesting to note that for normalizable states of
pure gravity in AdS3, the entanglement density always
vanishes. This is consistent with our earlier observation that
entanglement density is vanishing for any state obtained by
conformal transformations of ground states in two-dimen-
sional CFTs. Indeed, solutions in the pure AdS3 gravity can
be obtained by bulk diffeomorphisms corresponding to
boundary conformal transformations [30].
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have introduced a new quantity, the
entanglement density nˆ for relativistic field theories, and
argued that it provides a useful encoding of certain aspects
of gravitational dynamics via holography. We have directly
argued for its positivity using the SSA property of EE in
two-dimensional and three-dimensional field theories.
More generally, we see from our explicit analysis that
the positivity of nˆ and the gravitational null energy
condition go hand in hand. At the same time, we anticipate
(16) to be of fundamental importance, since it geometri-
cally encodes the SSA and captures second-order variations
of holographic entanglement entropy.
While our holographic analysis was carried out for
linearized fluctuations around AdS3, we anticipate that
(16) holds at the nonlinear level. In fact, it is tempting to
conjecture a more general statement valid in any dimen-
sion: SSA implies that the entanglement density nˆ ≥ 0 for
any state of a QFT with nˆvac ¼ 0. Furthermore, translating
the description of nˆ into holography one finds that (3) holds
for any deformation away from pure AdS in arbitrary
spacetime dimensions. To wit,
SSA⇒ nˆ ≥ 0; nˆvac ¼ 0;
⇒
Z
EA
ϵNμðÞN
ν
ðÞEμν ≥ 0: ð17Þ
One could try to follow the logic of Sec. II B to arrive at
the conclusions above, by considering variations of the
past tip of D½A (cf. Fig. 3 with each point replaced by
Sd−3). However, this attempt runs afoul of subleading
divergences in the entanglement entropy from the rhs of
(8) as explained in [16]. It is nevertheless interesting to
contemplate whether the entanglement density can be
used to provide further insight into c- and F-theorems and
generalizations thereof.
Nevertheless, we may draw the following analogy based
on the conjecture above: the statement of SSA is reminis-
cent of the second law of thermodynamics since it asserts
convexity of entanglement (but under region variation as
opposed to time variation). We are arguing that this
guarantees positivity of the entanglement density. Via
holography, generic deformations about the CFT vacuum
(equilibrium) then increase the “cosmological Einstein
tensor” Eμν when suitably averaged over the extremal
surface. In essence, this quantity codifies a version of
the gravitational second law for entanglement density.
Indeed, in the “long-wavelength” (hydrodynamic) regime,
one may capture the thermal entropy production via the
entanglement density by taking A to be suitably large.
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